
I’m restoring
• Posts, pages, headings. Don't confuse categories with tags.

I move posts to categories only if the category is specified in the post URL !

I don't transfer tags! The entry must be linked to the heading in the

corresponding block. Without this, it will not be published. If the required rubric

is not selected, then the default entry corresponds to the "Uncategorized"

quality. Pages of non-attaching to headings. An example of a page is the

sections "About the project", "Contacts", "Our advantages" and so on. Details

about the types of resources on Wordpress: read the link.

• Saving old URLs is not possible if the URL contains a question mark !

• Each entry will belong to its category!

BONUS: I move the dates of entries.

It is possible to transfer images to the media library. I will try whether or not to
transfer images to the media library. I do not give guarantees! When moving
images to the media library, old image URLs cannot be saved!

Thumbnails of records (the picture that is displayed in the heading next to
the record) can not stand. They can be generated by the
Magic-Post-Thumbnail plugin, which finds images by topic and size in Google..

It happens that on the same page the contents of <title> and the title (<h1>,
<h2>, <h3> ...) are very different. In this case, the content of <title> will be
equal to the title (<h1>, <h2>, <h3> ...) or vice versa. You will have to tell me
what to choose.

When transferring pages and posts, a content block is taken. Classes and id
are removed. Ad blocks and other garbage are cut out of the content.

I make all internal links relative. This means that if you want to change the
domain or switch to the https protocol, you will not need to change the domain
name and protocol throughout the site database. It will be enough to rename
the site on the hosting and in the Wordpress settings.

I don't restore.
Description, Keywords, tags, comments, functionality such as order forms,

https://learn.wordpress.org/lesson-plan/pages-versus-posts/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/magic-post-thumbnail/


multilingual site, sliders, pop-ups, polls, calculators, online store, etc.

I do not customize or transfer site design and plugins.

I can't stand the nicknames of the authors of the articles.

Which sites are not transferred in this kwork.
Forums, boards of declarations. Various catalogs of goods/services/websites.

Shops, Social Networks.

Business card sites on one or two pages. Landings. Landing page sites.

Sites on platforms like WIX (where there is no content in the HTML code of the

page).

Sites where the content is not in the HTML code and is loaded dynamically.

Important! Site content, text and pictures - must be present in the HTML code.

If your site falls within the above restrictions, you will be denied the service.

Remember, not every site can be transferred to WordPress - there are a

number of limitations of the CMS itself.

What is required to order.
The current site, if possible, should open at some address so that there are no

disagreements on the appearance and content. You need an archive of the site

and a database (if any). Better archive with a static copy of the site, ie without

CMS. If you order a site transfer from Webarchive to Wordpress, then the

current site and site archive are not needed.

Static site - a site consisting of static html (htm, dhtml, xhtml) pages that make

up a single whole. This is a site without Wordpress, DLE, Archivarix CMS and

without any other CMS. That is, a site where knowledge of HTML is required to

create and edit pages.

Or access to the hosting (link to the hosting admin panel, login and password)

so that I can download this data.

If you need to install the resulting site on hosting, you also need access to it.
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